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LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST 
There are 8 witches (all female). All are optional and may be played in any combination.  

Witch Brief Bio 
Suggested 

Attire 

ENDORA 
LUNAR 

 
Powers of the Moon 
 

Endora Lunar is one of the most positive influences in the 1300th 
Witch’s Coven.  She loves to dance and have a great time, and is a 
true friend. Everyone knows that Endora has a willing ear and will 

always give sound advice regarding any situation! 

White / good 
witch costume.  
Fairy wings as 
optional props.  

GENEVIEVE 
BLIZARTH 

 
Powers of Snow 

Genevieve is a pitiless witch. Like Crystal Wynter, she lacks even a 
scrap of emotion.  No one in the 1300th Witch’s Coven has seen 

Genevieve crack a smile - much less laugh or have any fun.  There 
must be a big tradeoff of personality for the gift of cold powers! 

A witch costume 
decorated with 
snowflakes.  A 
witch’s wand 

with snowflakes 
at the tip. 

ECOLI CURAL 
 

Powers of Healing 
 

Ecoli Cural is the dependable witch with the powers of healing.  This 
white mage can cure anything with a flick of her wand. Well, anything 
besides death – she hasn’t quite cracked the revival spell as of yet. 

Only one warlock in the history of magic has ever been able to cast that 
– at an exchange for his own life!  

A witch costume 
decorated with 

medical /first aid 
supplies. A wand 
decorated with 

Band-Aids as an 
optional prop.  

SOL 
CAULDROTH 

 
Powers of the Sun 

 

Sol Cauldroth is a mystifying and peculiar witch.  Sol’s devious and 
loves to pull pranks on the other witches in the 1300th Witch’s Coven. 

All shenanigans aside, she’s a true friend with a sunny disposition – no 
pun intended!   

A witch costume 
decorated with 
suns.  A wand 
with the sun at 
the tip as an 

optional prop. 

TIVONA 
KLOROFIL 

 
Powers of Nature 

 

The quirky Tivona is a total blast to be around. However, she has a 
strange aversion to the word ‘it’ and has a conniption fit each time she 

hears the word! After the fit, her speech changes into a different foreign 
accent!  Tivona is full of quirks!  

A witch costume 
decorated with 

dried leaves and 
fake insects.  A 
wand decorated 
with leaves as 

an optional prop.  

VANA 
LEPIDOPTERA 

 
Summoner of 

Insects 

The energetic Vana Lepidoptera is one witch who will speak her mind - 
no matter what.  Vana holds nothing back and is brutally honest - even 
if the truth hurts!  Other witches often gossip about where she gets her 

endless amounts of energy! 

A witch costume 
decorated with 
fake insects.  A 

witch wand 
decorated with 
fake insects as 

an optional prop.  

WILHEMINA 
DANZETH 

 
Powers of Strength 

If you ever need furniture moved or a jar lid opened, just ask 
Wilhelmina, as she is one of the strongest witches in the world!  

However, along with strength comes great responsibility. She’s the 
most ethical witch in the 1300th Witch’s Coven.   

A witch costume 
decorated with 

fake barbells.  A 
broom decorated 
with barbells as 
an optional prop.  
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XANDRIA 
OBERON 

 
Powers of 

Nightmares 

Everyone does their best to stay on Xandria Oberon’s good side.  That 
is, if they know what is good for them!  This dark witch possesses the 
creepy powers of nightmare magic.  She can cast her foes to enter a 

horrible nightmare - even while awake! 

An all-black 
witch costume 

with black 
lipstick, black 

nail polish and a 
black wand as 

an optional prop.  

 
For more information about your game, head over to: 

http://yourmysteryparty.com/witches 
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